Consumption Management
in your hands.

+ Connectivity
+ Mobility
+ Information
+ Economy

The most complete application to
monitor energy, water and gas consumption.
Daily and Online Information
MOBii My Account offers consumption
information, focusing on resources saving.

▪ Daily average consumption.
▪ Monthly partial and total consumption.
▪ Consumption target.
The system provides information according
to the reading schedule defined by the
condominium. The frequency can be daily,
with pre-set times.

Target and Estimation for
Month Account
Each user can set a target in the application
according to his own goal for consumption
reduction.

MOBii My Account also suggests a maximum daily
consumption to not exceed the pre-set target for
the month.
Charts tell you if the consumption is within the goal
and forecasts the month bill value.
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MOBii - My Account

Hunting Leaks and Alerts

Requirements

The application indicates suspected leaks
when the system identifies consumption during
dawn for 3 consecutive days. In this case, an
alert is sent to user informing the period of the
occurrence and the amount wasted.

Internet connection - 3G, 4G or Wi-Fi.
Systems: Android 2.3 or higher - IOS 8.0 or higher.

Sustainability and Conscious Consumption
Mobii My Account is an important tool for
metering daily consumption on an individual
basis, providing the necessary information to
ensure that consumption billing are collected
fairly in condominiums.

Committed to providing information about
new consumption habits of natural resources,
EcoConsciente
website
offers
up-to-date
information, fun and simple tips on how small
acts of everyday life can help to save as well as to
preserve the environment.
www.ecoconsciente.com.br

CAS Tecnologia’s individualized metering system
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Individual
meters installation.
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With MOBii My Account,
final customers track their
daily consumption and
leaks alerts.
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Consumption data are
sent to CAS software.
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